
Time Begun:  7:01 PM

Members present:
Keith Holtzclaw, Tony Carson, Brian Helander, Sabrina O., Jesse C., Paul Valdez, Richard Polley, 
Maria M., Ron Odion

Membership Report: Keith Holtzclaw
2 new membership to vote into membership:
Mely Sanchez:   She competed in rodeo school on Friday, June 28, 2019. She also won first in chute 
dogging on Sunday and volunteered at last year's rodeo.
Daniel Casados:  He and his wife have participated in our rodeo in the past
Both were voted into membership.

Trustees Report: Brian Helander
Brian attended the Board of Trustees meeting in Colorado.
Finals will be at West world in Scottsdale, AZ  as that rodeo grounds will help to gain efficiency in 
operation and also to be eligible for 2nd year grant money.
Brian encouraged all to attend Finals.
Teri Hibbens made all around at CO rodeo.
Brian has proposed labor day weekend as our dates for next years rodeo. These dates were proposed for
planning purposes.
Kansas city has that date also, but Kansas may not have a rodeo next year.
We will pick rodeo dates by Convention with official application showing our proposed dates.
Of course we never want two rodeos on the same weekend.
Brian will check with SF to check dates available for next year's Zia Regional Rodeo.

Secretary report: Keith Holtzclaw (in-term)
Keith looking for past notes...written by Stephanie...I will try to find them.
Frank H noted to me that we are missing many past minutes.
Keith will continue to try to catch us up on minutes.

Vice President's Report: Tony Carson
Tony and Du Barry worked together on Sunday (of our rodeo) to plan Grand Entry.
Friday evenings Royalty show brought in $300+ (which will be split with HRA in SF.
Saturday's Royalty show brought in over $600
Priscilla and Maria M. are doing two shows later this month.
Du Barry is working on Step up and Step down plans for this year.
Priscilla has a show on July 21, 2019 and Jesse has been offered $100 by UCS to perform in drag
Jesse will be going to compete at IGRA
Priscilla and Maria have a joint show on July 25, 2019.
Keith added that many folks, mostly women, showed up on Saturday for our Royalty performance.
We think this was their first drag show.
Jesse added that those who participated in the Pride parade in SF worked very hard inviting many 
people to our rodeo. 
Sabrina noted that at the ticket booth many expressed their disappointment that they did not know 
about the rodeo and spoke about no advertising...some people noted that the times for the rodeo was 
unclear to them..
Keith and Brian noted that this is the story every year despite the amount of advertising.
Du Barry noted there were at least 4 stories in the new Mexican and Santa fe reported about our rodeo.



Attendance this year was much improved over last few year even though we still had poor attendance 
by spectators.
Brian has been posting information about our rodeo regularly in the SF Bulletin.
Sabrina noted that people wished for signs down by road.

Treasurer: Sabrina Owens
We currently have $4200 in bank however when SF money comes in we should have @ $12K.
Sabrina noted that it is unclear what will be our balance after all bills and contestant money is paid out.
The above 12K is after all bills are paid however our history says that there are always more items to 
pay or buy after rodeo is finished. 
Brian asked if numbers have been paid for yet. Sabrina said she has not gotten an invoice from IGRA 
yet.
Keith still needs to be reimbursed around $1500 for his payment to GIST for ½ $$ down for buckles.  
We still need to pay SF for rental of rodeo grounds.
Keith just reminded that we need to be very careful before letting our balance go too low as history 
tells us there are always items that are either overlooked or just show up weeks or months later.
Sabrina thinks we should have $4500 after everything clears.
Brian reminded us that we will get a check from CGRA for food service by Lisa and TC.
Keith wrote to Cindy Cowan re Big Springs Texas Walmart buckle sponsor...did we get a check?

President's report: Keith Holtzclaw
Keith asked folks to start thinking about running for a board position.
Please send in your desire to run for office to Keith.
Start thinking about Convention Nov 21-24, 2019.
Maria states she may go.
Brian noted that NMGRA does not pay for convention fees anymore so you will have:
Convention Fee, Cost of travel, food and hotel fee.
Keith encouraged all to attend Convention if at all possible, as much is learned about rodeo and the 
internal working of IGRA.
Keith also encouraged Royalty to begin thinking about step down/step up and who will be running.
Keith noted that we couldn't find the Canadian flag for Grand entry...need a better way to insure we 
have all our flags.
Keith asked if our vests and helmets are all in the trailer. Is Will Havoc's vest hers or ours???
We also need to do another equipment check soon.
Any other items...
Meeting adjourned


